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The Impact of Berghuis v. Thompkins on
the Eroding Miranda Warnings and
Limited-English Proficient Individuals:
You Must Speak Up to Remain Silent
BRENDA L. ROSALES*
Introduction
Berghuis v. Thompkins turns Miranda v. Arizona upside down.1
According to Justice Sotomayor's dissent in Berghuis, "Criminal
suspects must now unambiguously invoke their right to remain
silent - which, counter intuitively, requires them to speak.2
Suspects are now legally presumed to have waived their rights even
if they have given no clear expression of their intent to do so."3
Berghuis thereby lowers the burden established by Miranda that the
prosecution must meet to prove that a defendant knowingly and
intelligently waived his rights.4 Now, a defendant's yes or no
answer to any question, including questions unrelated to the case,
may be interpreted as a knowingly and intelligent waiver of the
defendant's Miranda rights establishing a lower standard for police
interrogators and prosecutors. This lower standard is of great
concern to limited-English-proficient individual who face difficulties
communicating in English and understanding the United States'
legal system.
* UC Hastings College of the Law Juris Doctor Candidate 2012; University of
California, Los Angeles, B.A. in Chicana/o Studies and minors in Education Studies and
Public Affairs. Special thanks to Professor Kate Bloch for helping me set the groundwork
for this note, to Noemi Gallardo for sharing your passion on language access, and to the
editors for their long work hours.
1. Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. 2250, 2278 (2010) (Sotomayor, S., dissenting);
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 469 (1966).
2. Berghuis, 130 S. Ct. at 2278.
3. Id.
4. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 475.
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This note analyzes the effect Berghuis will have on limited-
English-proficient individuals who find themselves in a legal system
that does not adequately safeguard their rights. It also identifies the
deficiencies that currently exist in the Miranda context, and proposes
solutions to mitigate the potential detrimental effects Berghuis will
have on limited-English-proficient individuals. Finally, this note
will briefly look at how the healthcare field has handled language
barriers, and discuss why the legal system should implement some
of its solutions.
A limited-English speaker is one who lacks proficiency in
English but has some ability to use English.5 According to the 2000
United States Census, there are 174,300,177 individuals between the
ages of eighteen to sixty-four years.6 Of those, 19,594,395 speak
Spanish with 6,217,254 reporting that they speak English "not well"
or "not at all." 7 Compare these with the higher English proficiency
among individuals in the same age range who speak Asian and
Pacific Island languages. Of 5,171,548 individuals who speak an
Asian or Pacific Island language, only 1,131,557 reported that they
speak English "not well" or "not at all." 8
The Bureau of Justice Statistics recently reported that there were
a total of 748,728 inmates in local jails throughout the United States
in 2010, and out of that number 118,100 inmates were of Hispanic
origin, approximately 15.7% of the jail population.9 Even though the
exact numbers are unknown, it is likely that thousands of Hispanic
suspects with little or no command of the English language are
arrested and given Miranda warnings annually.10 This is hardly a
new development because for the past forty years, language
professionals and social scientists have been concerned about this
problem." These language statistics demonstrate that a large
5. JANET COTTERILL, LANGUAGE IN THE LEGAL PROCESS 142 (2002).
6. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, AGE BY LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME BY ABILITY TO SPEAK
ENGLISH FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OVER (2000), available at http://
factfinder2.census.gov/ faces/ tableservices/jsf/pages/ productview.xhtml?pid=DEC_00
SF3_P019&prodType=table.
7. Id.
8. Id.
9. BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, NCJ 233431, JAIL INMATES AT
MIDYEAR 2010 - STATISTICAL TABLES 7 (2011), available at http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/
content/ pub/pdf/jimlOst.pdf
10. Richard Rogers et al., Spanish Translations of Miranda Warnings and the Totality of
the Circumstances, 33 LAW AND HUM. BEHAV. 61, 61 (2009).
11. Michele Lavigne & Gregory J. Van Rybroek, Breakdown in the Language Zone: The
Prevelance of Language Impairments Among Juvenile and Adult Offenders and Why It Matters,
15 UC DAVIS J. JUV. L & POL'Y 37,90 (2011).
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percentage of the inmate population comes from a group with a low
proficiency in English. The United States Census statistics are,
therefore, alarming because they indicate that there are millions of
people in the United States who do not speak the dominant
language, and who will most likely not understand their Miranda
rights if they were detained by police. Moreover, these individuals'
rights will be further compromised with the addition of an extra
hurdle, now having to speak up to remain silent, created by Berghuis
to the safeguard of their Constitutional rights.
Miranda v. Arizona held that:
[t]he warning of the right to remain silent must be accompanied
by the explanation that anything said can and will be used against
the individual in court.12 This warning is needed to make the
detainee aware not only of the privilege, but also of the
consequences of forgoing it."s It is only through an awareness of
these consequences that there can be any assurance of real
understanding and intelligent exercise of the privilege.14
Awareness and understanding are compromised when individuals
who have limited to no English proficiency have a run in with police
officers. Sandra del Valle discusses the risks that limited-English-
proficient individuals face maintaining that, " [f]rom the moment the
police begin to question a suspect, through their arrest and trial to
post-sentencing procedures, non-English speakers are at a
frightening disadvantage when entangled within the US's criminal
justice machinery."' 5 Moreover:
Before any charge is filed, police officers have conversations with
the accused and with potential witnesses or make subjective
assessments of the accused's behavior that can either be used to
build a case against an individual or absolve him of suspicion ....
It is at these points that a recent immigrant's English language
deficiencies, unfamiliarity with United States police processes and
possible police bias can result in the unknowing waiver of rights
and even an unnecessary arrest.16
In addition, the Federal Interpreter Act does not require written
12. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 469 (1966).
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. SANDRA DEL VALLE, LANGUAGE RIGHTS AND THE LAW IN THE UNITED STATES:
FINDING OUR VoIcES 160 (2003).
16. Id.
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translation of court documents.'7 As a result, documents used in
state court are usually unavailable in the defendant's native
language. 8 More alarming is that a waiver of rights does not have to
be in the suspect's language in order to be deemed valid. 19 This
greatly jeopardizes the rights of limited-English-proficient
individuals because their waivers can be deemed valid, even if he or
she did not completely understand the form.
I. The Evolution and Application of Miranda
A. An Overview of Berghuis v. Thompkins
The United States Supreme Court decided Berghuis v. Thompkins
in 2010. The Court held that "a suspect who has received and
understood the Miranda warnings, and has not invoked his Miranda
rights, waives the right to remain silent by making an uncoerced
statement to the police." 20 The suspect, Thompkins, was arrested in
Ohio in connection with the Michigan shooting of Samuel Morris
and Frederick France that occurred a year earlier. Samuel Morris
died of multiple gunshot wounds, however, Frederick France
testified after recovering from his injuries. 21
Two Michigan officers interrogated Thompkins, who sat on a
chair resembling a school desk, for three hours in a small eight-by-
ten room.22 The detective presented Thompkins with a Miranda
form, and the detective asked Thompkins to read the fifth warning
aloud.23  Detective Helgert then "read the other four Miranda
warnings out loud and asked Thompkins to sign the form to
demonstrate that he understood his rights." 24 Despite agreeing to
read the fifth warning aloud, Thompkins refused to sign the form to
show that he understood his rights.25
Aside from a few limited verbal responses, such as "'yeah,' 'no,'
or 'I don't know,"' Thompkins remained silent for most of the three-
17. Flo Messier, Alien Defendants in Criminal Proceedings: Justice Shrugs, 36 AM. CRIM.
L. REV. 1396, 1407 (1999).
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. 2250, 2264 (2010).
21. Id. at 2256.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
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hour-long interrogation. 26 Thompkins occasionally nodded his head
to communicate.27 Thompkins also told the officers that he "'didn't
want a peppermint"' when the police offered him one, and he
complained that the chair he was sitting on was hard.28 Despite
Thompkin's brief answers to questions irrelevant to the case and
being otherwise silent, the police continued to interrogate him. It
was not until two hours and forty minutes into the interrogation
when the detective asked Thompkins, "Do you believe in God?"29
"Thompkins made eye contact with Detective Helgert and said 'Yes,'
as his eyes 'welle[d] up with tears."'30 Detective Helgert asked, "Do
you pray to God?" Thompkins said "Yes." 3' Detective Helgert
asked, "Do you pray to God to forgive you for shooting that boy
down?" 32  "Thompkins answered 'Yes' and looked away."33
"Thompkins refused to make a written confession, and the
interrogation ended about 15 minutes later."34
Thompkins was convicted of first-degree murder, assault with
intent to commit murder, and certain firearms-related offenses.35
Before trial, Thompkins moved to suppress the statements made
during the interrogation, but the trial court denied his motion.36
Thompkins argued that he had invoked his Fifth Amendment right
to remain silent, which would have required the police to end the
interrogation, that he had not waived his right to remain silent, and
that his inculpatory statements were involuntary.37
The United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
reversed the decision to deny the motion, ruling for Thompkins on
his Miranda claim.38 According to the Sixth Circuit, Thompkins'
"persistent silence for nearly three hours in response to questioning
and repeated invitations to tell his side of the story offered a clear
and unequivocal message to the officers: Thompkins did not wish to
waive his rights." 39 Unfortunately, the Supreme Court disagreed
26. Berghuis, 130 S. Ct. at 2256.
27. Id. at 2256-57.
28. Id. at 2257.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Id. at 2258.
36. Id. at 2257.
37. Id.
38. Id. at 2258.
39. Thompkins v. Berghuis, 547 F.3d 572, 588 (2008).
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and held that " [w]here the prosecution shows that a Miranda
warning was given and that it was understood by the accused, an
accused's uncoerced statement establishes an implied waiver of the
right to remain silent."40 The Court stated that:
[a]lthough Miranda imposes on the police a rule that is both
formalistic and practical when it prevents them from interrogating
suspects without first providing them with a Miranda warning ...
it does not impose a formalistic waiver procedure that a suspect
must follow to relinquish those rights.41 As a general proposition,
the law can presume that an individual who, with a full
understanding of his or her rights, acts in a manner inconsistent
with their exercise has made a deliberate choice to relinquish the
protection those rights afford.42
Berghuis fails to account for individuals who act in a manner
inconsistent with their exercise of rights precisely because they did
not comprehend their rights in the first place.
B. What Miranda v. Arizona Established
In 1966 the United States Supreme Court held in Miranda v.
Arizona that:
When an individual is taken into custody or otherwise deprived of
his freedom by the authorities in any significant way and is
subjected to questioning, the privilege against self-incrimination is
jeopardized. Procedural safeguards must be employed to protect
the privilege, and unless other fully effective means are adopted to
notify the person of his right of silence and to assure that the
exercise of the right will be scrupulously honored, the following
measures are required.43
Miranda requires the following four things: (1) [detainees] must
be warned prior to any questioning that [they have] the right to
remain silent; (2) that anything [they say] can be used against [them]
in a court of law; (3) that [they have] the right to the presence of an
attorney; and (4) that if [they] cannot afford an attorney one will be
appointed for [them] prior to any questioning if [they] so desire.44
40. Berghuis, 130 S. Ct. at 2262.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 469 (1966).
44. Id. at 479.
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The United States Supreme Court further stated that an:
[o]pportunity to exercise these rights must be afforded to him
throughout the interrogation. After such warnings have been
given, and such opportunity afforded him, the individual may
knowingly and intelligently waive these rights and agree to
answer questions or make a statement. But unless such warnings
and waiver are demonstrated by the prosecution at trial, no
evidence obtained as a result of interrogation can be used against
him. 45
C. Miranda and Limited-English-Proficient Individuals
Miranda established protections for defendants upon arrest;
however, the Court did not take into consideration, or simply did
not foresee, the implications Miranda would have on individuals
whose English proficiency is limited or nonexistent. As Sandra del
Valle pointed out:
The issues for language-minority suspects are obvious: What does
"knowingly and intelligently" mean for a non-English speaking
newcomer? One commentator answers that, for a waiver to be
knowingly and intelligently made: means much more that the fact
that the police translated the Miranda warnings into the
defendant's language. Counsel must consider, in addition, the
defendant's background understanding of the American legal
system, and all the surrounding circumstances to determine the
adequacy of the warnings and the sufficiency of the waiver.46
In addition to the language barrier, non-English speaking
newcomers will most likely be unfamiliar with the American legal
system to understand what they must do to keep their rights under
Miranda. Even if the defendant has been in the United States for
some time, the fact that the Miranda rights were translated into the
defendant's language does not necessarily mean that he or she
understands what those rights are and how to protect them.
D. Case Law: The Application of Miranda Waivers to Limited-
English-Proficient Individuals
A brief review of Miranda cases indicates that appellate courts
are unwilling to exclude the confessions of individuals who argue
45. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 479.
46. DEL VALLE, supra note 15, at 162.
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that officers gave him or her a poor Spanish translation of his or her
Miranda rights.47 However, a careful examination of these cases
shows that the appellate courts considered the totality of the
circumstances rather than the word-by-word translations to
determine whether the suspect was adequately given the Miranda
warnings.48 The totality of the circumstances approach, however,
does not necessarily benefit individuals because the testimony of a
native officer, or agent, may be used to prove that the individual did
comprehend the warnings despite a poor translation. 49 To
adequately safeguard the rights of an individual, courts need to
ensure that the Miranda translation was devoid of errors, both
grammatical and substantial, and that the individual did in fact
understand what he was told by applying the totality of the
circumstances approach. The opinions discussed below illustrate the
need to establish that a defendant did in fact understand his or her
Miranda rights and the consequences of waiving those rights. The
opinions also show that factors, such as a defendant's background
and his or her inability to speak English, may impede his or her
ability to understand his or her rights.
In United States v. Martinez, the Ninth Circuit cautioned, "that if
Miranda warnings are given in a language which the person being so
instructed did not understand, a waiver of those rights would not be
valid."50  In Martinez the defendant alleged that the Miranda
warnings he received were inadequate because they were read to
him in Spanish with a Mexican accent, which he did not understand
because he spoke Spanish with a Cuban accent.51 Consequently, he
argued that the warnings were defective, and that "his signed
waiver of rights should have been declared invalid." 52 The Ninth
Circuit cited Miranda's holding that "the person being interrogated
must knowingly and intelligently waive his or her right to remain
silent."53 Even though the Ninth Circuit ultimately held that the
evidence in this case indicated that the defendant understood his
Miranda rights, in dicta it reasoned that a waiver of rights would be
considered invalid if an individual is given the Miranda warnings in
a language he or she does not comprehend.
In 1986, the United States Supreme Court further defined the
47. Rogers et al., supra note 10.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. United States v. Martinez, 588 F.2d 1227, 1235 (1978).
51. Id. at 1234-35.
52. Id. at 1235.
53. Id.
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Miranda rule in Moran v. Burbine54 to establish whether an individual
waived his rights under Miranda voluntarily, knowingly, and
intelligently.55 The inquiry has two distinct dimensions. First, the
individual must have relinquished the right voluntarily. 56 The
relinquishment of Miranda rights must be "a free and deliberate
choice" and not one of "intimidation, coercion, or deception."57
Secondly:
waiver must have been made with a full awareness of both the
nature of the right being abandoned and the consequences of the
decision to abandon it. Only when the "totality of the
circumstances surrounding the interrogation" reveal both an
uncoerced choice and the requisite level of comprehension may a
court properly conclude that the Miranda rights have been
waived.ss
In United States v. Garibay, a decision issued in 1998, the Ninth
Circuit considered language difficulties encountered by a defendant
during custodial interrogation as a factor in determining whether the
defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his Miranda rights.59
The defendant challenged the trial court's finding that he validly
waived his Miranda rights, and argued that "he was not aware of the
nature of the constitutional rights he was abandoning." 60
Specifically, he contended that he did not understand the customs
agent's "recitation of his rights in English because his primary
language is Spanish and he has a low verbal IQ."61
The record showed that the customs agent assumed that the
defendant understood English and never recited the Miranda rights
in Spanish. 62 The agent did not seek an interpreter even though
Spanish-speaking agents were available during the arrest and
custodial interrogation. 63 Furthermore, "the record clearly indicated
that [the defendant's] primary language [was] Spanish and he
[understood] only a few words in English." 64 The defendant
attended high school in the United States, but had received low
54. Moran v. Burbine, 475 U.S. 412, 421 (1986).
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Id.
59. United States v. Garibay, 143 F.3d 534, 537 (1998).
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. Id.
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grades in English and several sources from the community reported
that the defendant only spoke a few words in English.65 The Ninth
Circuit held that, "[a] fair reading of the record does not support a
finding that Garibay understood his constitutional rights to remain
silent and to have the assistance of counsel." 66 The court also held
that, "the record does not support a finding that Garibay understood
that he had the option to knowingly and intelligently waive those
rights."67
Berghuis is at odds with the cases described above. Berghuis
provides an incentive for officers to interrogate quiet suspects until
they speak, regardless of their English proficiency, which is
dangerous because suspects may answer questions that they do not
really understand that could later be used against them. Suspects
must now speak to assert their rights. One can imagine a situation,
like in Garibay, where a non-English or a limited-English-proficient
suspect chooses to remain silent because he or she does not
understand what the officers are saying and who lacks the aid of an
interpreter. It is possible that an officer can assume that a suspect
understood his or her rights, but does not wish to assert his or her
rights despite his or her silence, and continue to question until the
officer receives a favorable statement like in Berghuis. In such a
situation, it is more likely that a suspect did not assert his or her
Miranda rights because he or she did not understand how to evoke
them because of his or her language limitations. Unfortunately, a
suspect's silence will no longer suffice as an invocation of his or her
Miranda right to silence.
II. Dysfunctional System Before Berghuis
A. Officers as Interpreters
Using interrogation officers as interpreters is not the best way to
safeguard against the violation of the Miranda rights of limited-
English-proficient speakers because the goal of interrogation officers
is to gather as much information as possible. On the other hand, the
role of interpreters is to render accurate interpretations, and not seek
out information that is not provided. In addition to the interrogating
officers' goals to solve a crime, contrary to the suspect's interests,
interrogations can be coercive through physical, or more commonly,
65. Garibay, 143 F.3d at 537.
66. Id. at 538.
67. Id.
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through intimidation by verbal dominance or control.68 If suspects
are dominated "by verbal force without regard for their individual
desire or volition," 69 the result is the same as from physical force.
For example, in People v. Montano, a trial court convicted an
eighteen-year-old Mexican male with first-degree murder and
attempted rape.70  Two police officers interrogated Manuel
Hernandez Montano; one officer only spoke English, and the second
was a bilingual English and Spanish speaker.71 The bilingual officer
spoke Spanish with a "heavy English accent" with "numerous
grammatical and lexical deficiencies" in his Spanish.72 Despite these
limitations the bilingual officer was assigned the role of interpreter.73
Even though the court reporting service that typed the transcript
designated the monolingual officer as the interrogator and the
bilingual officer as an interpreter, the officer designated as
interpreter never considered himself an interpreter. 74 At one point
during the interrogation, the interpreter officer continued to
interrogate the defendant after the interrogating officer walked out
of the room.75 Thus, the interpreting officer behaved as an
interrogator while only "performing interpreting services in a faulty
and half-hearted way." 7 6  His main duty was to help the
monolingual officer "carry out his part of the interrogation." 77
Different indicators showed that the "interpreting officer" failed to
remain in that role:
[H]e aligned himself with [the other officer] ... making references
to both of them in his interpretations of [the other officer's]
questions[;] ... he behave[d] in a classic interrogator mode when
left alone with the suspect[; and] he fail[ed] to interpret many of
the questions and statements of [the other officer], and the
responses of [the detainee]. 78
By doing so, he "violat[ed] the basic norms of legal interpreting." 7 9
68. COTTERILL, supra note 5, at 129.
69. Id. (quoting Roger Shuy, Ten Unaswerd Language Questions About Miranda, 4
FORENSIC LINGUISTICS 175, 179 (1997)).
70. People v. Montano, 226 Cal. App. 3d 914, 920 (1991).
71. Id. at 921.
72. COTrERILL, supra note 5, at 131.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Montano, 226 Cal. App. 3d. at 923.
76. COTrERILL, supra note 5, at 134.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Id.
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Despite the protection of Miranda rights it is estimated that
eighty to ninety percent of suspects waive their Miranda rights.80 A
possible reason why suspects may choose to talk to officers rather
than remain silent is that officers are permitted to lie, flatter, and
trick suspects during interrogations. 81 These lies, compliments, and
tricks likely lead suspects to trust officers and consequently tell them
more than they otherwise would.82 "Judges seem to assume that
once a suspect knows his rights and chooses to talk to police, any
subsequent statement is voluntary. But the pressure and trickery
that can lead to a waiver make this assumption doubtful." 83 As
evidenced in Montano, an officer subverts Miranda rights when, in
the pursuit of answers as a detective, he feigns the role of an
interpreter to seduce a suspect into talking. Such as situation
jeopardizes the Miranda rights of limited-English-proficient
individuals because an interpretation conducted by a detective could
be designed to draw out a confession rather than to conduct an
accurate interpretation.85 People v. Montano demonstrates how an
officer may use his status as an interpreter to gather information that
will later be used against a defendant in court. Even if officers make
good faith efforts to serve as interpreters, it is probably unwise to
place them in difficult and uncomfortable situations like this because
of possible conflicts with their enforcement duties. It may be too
much to ask that officers serve as neutral interpreters for detainees
while expecting they effectively investigate crimes.
Another possible risk of having police officers serve as
interpreters is that the interrogation can lead to a "coerced-
internalized false confession." 86  Several continuous hours of
interrogation can lead a suspect to unconsciously incorporate a
police officer's account of a crime.87 A detainee may come to accept
responsibility for a crime without having an initial memory of the
crime.88 "While it might be counter-intuitive that an innocent person
would incriminate [himself or herself]," it is likely that a "suspect
80. COTIERILL, supra note 5, at 129.
81. Id. (citing ROGER SHUY, THE LANGUAGE OF CONFESSION, INTERROGATION, AND
DECEPTION 15 (1998)).
82. Id. at 129-30.
83. George C. Thomas III, The End of the Road for Miranda v. Arizona?: On the History
and Future of Rules for Police Interrogation, 37 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1, 18-19 (2000).
84. COTrERILL, supra note 5, at 141.
85. See Id. at 141-42.
86. GARY L. STUART, MIRANDA: THE STORY OF AMERICA'S RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT
156 (2004).
87. Id.
88. Id.
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becomes confused or hopeless enough to give inconsistent or
equivocal answers that might prove incriminating." 89 This can be
particularly dangerous for a non-English individual or a limited-
English-proficient speaker who might feel additional frustration
during an interrogation because he or she cannot effectively
communicate with officers.
B. Cultural Implications and Police
Many limited-English-proficient individuals distrust the United
States' justice system and fear police because they are immigrants
from countries where authorities terrorize their citizens.90 Many of
these individuals do not view the legal system as a source of
assistance due to these unfortunate experiences in their home
countries. Immigrants that lived under corrupt governments would
also consider discussing his or her case with a public defender risky
because they are government employees. 91
Cultural implications may negatively affect the ability of the
Miranda rights to adequately protect the rights of detainees. This is
especially true for limited-English-proficient individuals that were
oppressed by government officials and law enforcement personnel
within the authoritarian governments of their home countries.
Religion is usually considered a part of a person's cultural
background, and can be exploited to induce confessions from
suspects. This was demonstrated in Berghuis when the interrogating
office asked the suspect whether he "pray[ed] to God to forgive
[him] for shooting that boy down?" 92 Religion is a powerful tool for
officers because they appeal to the suspect's morals, and religious
suspects may confess as part of a religious act of contrition without
thinking about the legal ramifications.
Social beliefs may also come into play during an interrogation.
Most people believe that remaining silent during a police
interrogation gives an impression of guilt.93 Instead, detainees opt to
build rapport and a relationship with an interrogator that "contains,
and activates, elements of dependency, subjugation, fear, the desire
for propitiation, the wish to appease and to please" that favors an
89. Thomas Ill, supra note 83, at 24.
90. Messier, supra note 17, at 1402.
91. Id.
92. Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. 2250, 2257 (2010).
93. COTTERILL, supra note 5, at 130 (citing PETER BROOKS, TROUBLING CONFESSIONS
31 (2000)).
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interrogating official. 94 A suspect may come to believe that the only
way to appease an interrogating officer is "by saying whatever the
officers want to hear and signing whatever they want them to
sign."95  Despite indicia of the defendant's low proficiency in
English, in some instances courts find the consent or waiver of
Miranda rights by a non-English speaking suspect voluntary. 96
Courts should take into consideration cultural and background
factors when deciding whether an individual voluntarily waived his
Miranda rights. 97 Immigrants oppressed under authoritarian
conditions in their homelands likely do not know that they are not
obligated to consent to searches by law enforcement in the United
States.98 Without a general grasp of the American justice system and
the role of police officers, many limited-English-proficient
individuals may give false confessions without invoking their right
to remain silence in their native language.99 Miranda rights may not
be within the comprehension range of many limited-English-
proficient individuals even when Miranda rights are read to them in
their own language. 100 This might be due to the different levels of
comprehension required, which I will discuss below.
C. Multiple Versions of Miranda Rights throughout the
United States
Another obstacle, not exclusive to limited-English-proficient
individuals, is the lack of uniformity in the versions of the Miranda
rights in different jurisdictions. In Miranda, the Court stated that,
"[a]t the outset, if a person in custody is subjected to interrogation,
he must first be informed in clear and unequivocal terms that he has
the right to remain silent."101 But, the Court "allowed individual
jurisdictions to establish the specific wording so long as they convey
the general requirements for warnings." 102 Due to this lack of
standardization, "[tihe warnings vary remarkably in their length,
94. COTrERILL, supra note 5, at 130 (quoting PETER BROOKS, TROUBLING CONFESSIONS
31 (2000)).
95. Messier, supra note 17, at 1404.
96. Id. at 1403.
97. Id. at 1404.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 467-68 (1966).
102. Richard Rogers et al., An Analysis of Miranda Warnings and Waivers:
Comprehension and Coverage, 31 LAW AND HUM. BEHAV. 177, 178 (2007).
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complexity, and comprehensibility."1 0 3 Some are "succinct and
simple warnings of fewer than 60 words [that] are easy to
understand but may omit important clarifications." 0 4 Others are
extended written warnings of 300 words that may overwhelm
defendants with irrelevant details. 05 Worst of all are the warnings
that are long, complex, and obscure a suspect's Miranda rights.106
Additionally, police officers often paraphrase Miranda rights
instead of reading the rights directly from a card.107  This is
problematic. A United Kingdom study showed the danger of
variability in the manner police officers deliver the United
Kingdom's equivalent of Miranda warnings. The study showed that
police officers often make the warnings less comprehensible when
they paraphrase the warnings than when they read the printed
version on the caution cards. 08 However, even when police officers
read directly from the card, their reading performance is often so
poor that comprehension of the warnings is adversely affected.109
This represents a larger problem for limited-English-proficient
individuals who may not choose to question an officer's
paraphrasing of the warnings or ask for clarification because they
may be intimidated by the officers and confused by the arrest
process overall.
D. Comprehension Levels to Understand Miranda Warnings
A survey of the various versions of the Miranda warnings found
four warnings that required several years of college education to
comprehend.o This is above the reading and comprehension of a
majority of defendants, particularly indigent defendants."'
"Abstract concepts such as 'appointment of counsel' and 'the use of
statements against you' are not explained and require sophisticated
background knowledge for full comprehension."112 Even if an
individual has some of this background knowledge, most of the time
the Miranda rights are read aloud. Thus, suspects are required to
103. Rogers et al., supra note 102, at 189.
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. COTERILL, supra note 5, at 128.
108. Id.
109. Id. at 129.
110. Rogers et al., supra note 102, at 189.
111. Lavigne & Van Rybroek, supra note 11, at 75.
112. Id.
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both process and recall the words and concepts that were read
aloud.113 This adds to the arbitrary application of Miranda warnings
because the protection an individual receives is a function of the
jurisdiction in which he or she is detained. It is plausible that a
jurisdiction with simplified warnings may grant more protections
for limited-English-proficient individuals than jurisdictions with
more complicated and convoluted warnings.
E. Adequacy of Spanish Translations of the Miranda Warnings
The protections afforded by Miranda are furthered endangered
when multiple versions of the Miranda warnings are then translated
to other languages. Although the Miranda cards with Spanish
translations provide a basis for oral communication between officers
and suspects, the Miranda cards do not capture any additional
commentary provided by the police officer regarding the meaning of
this Spanish translation. 114  Some officers who are considered
bilingual have provided rather comical translations of the Miranda
rights. For example, one officer told a suspect "Tiene el derecho de
quedar en calado," or "You have the right to remain
whitewashed."1 15  Here, the officer mispronounced the word
"callado," which gave that sentence a completely different meaning.
This compromised the rights of the suspect.
The only way to accurately ascertain the adequacy of the
Spanish translation and its pronunciation would be with a full,
audiotaped record.116 This example also illustrates that not all
individuals who may consider themselves bilingual have the
capacity to interpret and translate documents in and out of English.
Thus, police departments should not assume that all their bilingual
officers are effective interpreters. Courts, for example, require that
interpreters to be certified; not just anyone who claims to be
bilingual can serve as an interpreter.
III. Recommendations
In an ideal world, the state would provide all persons who do
not speak English or are limited-English-proficient individuals a
qualified interpreter any time he or she were arrested and
113. Lavigne & Van Rybroek, supra note 11, at 75.
114. Rogers et al., supra note 10, at 65.
115. Id.
116. Id.
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interrogated by police officers. However, today this is nearly
impossible given that courts themselves have limited resources for
their own interpretation services.117 "Providing adequate interpreter
services for every language in every courtroom in the United States
would be financially impossible."1 18  If this is the case for
courtrooms, it would be especially difficult to provide adequate
interpreting services to suspects every time an officer reads them the
Miranda rights upon arrest.
Moreover, the number of non-English speaking residents in the
United States and the number of languages spoken rises every
year.119 For example, according to recent data released by the United
States Census conducted in 2010, Latinos saw the largest increase in
population in the state of California making up 37.6 percent of the
state's population.120  The most recent immigrants most likely
preserve their native language, and their English proficiency may be
low, which adds to the population of limited-English-proficient
individuals. Furthermore, language and cultural minorities are
disproportionately below the poverty level. Thus, it falls upon state
governments to provide adequate interpreter services for defendants
since the defendants themselves cannot afford to hire interpreters.121
The financial and labor restraints on state and local governments
were kept in mind when elaborating the following recommendations
to improve the manner in which the Miranda warnings are presented
and interpreted to individuals who have no or limited English
proficiency. The recommendations are: (1) train multilingual officers;
(2) create a uniform version of the Miranda Rights; (3) test
defendants' comprehension of Miranda Rights; (4) and learn from the
healthcare industry.
A. Train Multilingual Officers
A potential solution to overcome the financial barriers for
providing interpreters is to train and certify as interpreters officers
who speak multiple languages. Remember that not all bilingual
persons have adequate vocabulary necessary to serve as an
117. Messier, supra note 17, at 1409.
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. Shelby Grad & Sandra Poindexter, California's Latino Population Increases, Inland
Areas Boom, US Census Finds, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 8, 2011, available at
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2011/03/californias-latino-populationincreases
-inland-areas-boom-us-census-finds.html.
121. Messier, supra note 17 at 1409.
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interpreter, nor do all bilingual persons have the ability to interpret
in and out of English.122 Training and certification will help ensure
that the certified police officers meet adequate standards of
interpretation. Training officers who speak multiple languages to
serve as interpreters will also have the added benefit of saving local
and state governments money because they will not have to hire
interpreters from outside agencies.
The Department of Justice ("DOJ") has already established a
model that advises recipients of federal funds to:
evaluate potential interpreters for the following minimum
proficiencies: (1) ability to communicate information accurately
both in English and the other language; (2) capacity to employ the
appropriate mode of interpreting; (3) knowledge in both
languages of specialized terms and concepts used in the recipient's
context (and an ability to communicate them where there is no
exact translation); (4) understanding of the regional or other
differences in usage sufficient for knowledge of the vocabulary
and phrasing used by the limited English-proficient person; (5)
ability to understand and follow applicable confidentiality and
impartiality rules; and (6) ability to understand and adhere to their
role as interpreters.123
As part of the training of bilingual officers, police departments
should also develop ethical and performance standards for
interpreting officers when giving the Miranda rights to individuals
and during interrogations. Such ethical and performance standards
can be modeled after the current standards that exist for court
interpreters. Interpreting is demanding, but court interpretation, in
particular, is highly specialized.124 "The role of an interpreter in the
courtroom setting is to act as a conduit by passing information
between two participants, translating their words precisely without
adding any of his or her own."125  Because there are ethical
guidelines that require interpreters to transmit everything that is
said in exactly the same way it was intended, interpreters have an
ethical obligation to perform their duties scrupulously.126 "The
interpreter's job is to mirror the language and presentation style of
122. NATIONAL IMMIGRATION LAW CENTER, ISSUE BRIEF: INCREASING ACCESS TO
SERVICES FOR LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT PERSONS (2003), available at http://www.
migrationinformation.org/integration/language-portal/files/NILC.pdf.
123. Id.
124. Patricia Walther Griffin, Beyond State v. Diaz: How to Interpret "Access to Justice"
for Non-English Speaking Defendants?, 5 DEL L. REV. 131,133 (2002).
125. Id.
126. Id.
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the speaker and to convey in another language, without changing
the colloquial expressions or the tone of speech, the meaning of the
speaker's words to the listener." 127 Even though the emergency
nature of arrests may not permit the implementation of such high
standard, officers who speak more than one language should be
trained to serve as neutral interpreters, and they should be held
accountable to that ethical standard. Moreover, considering the
difference role of court interpreters and police officers, an officer
involved in the investigation should never be assigned as the
interpreting officer to prevent him or her from using his or her status
as a tool to obtain a confession or other incriminating statements.
B. Create a Uniform Version of the Miranda Rights
Another change that should be considered to ensure that all
suspects - whether English speaking, non-English speaking, or
with limited English proficiency - are adequately provided their
Miranda warnings, is to establish a uniform version of the Miranda
warnings. This would make it easier to adequately translate and
assess the effectiveness of Miranda warnings because all jurisdictions
would have to adopt the same Miranda warnings, leaving no room
for confusion or misinterpretations. In addition, officers should not
be allowed to paraphrase or recite their own version of the rights to
preserve uniformity
As previously mentioned, the level of comprehension for
several of the warnings varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 128
The uniform version of the Miranda warnings perhaps can be drafted
based on the average comprehension level of the individuals who
are currently inmates. These inmates have obviously come into
contact with officers, and therefore are a good sample of the
population to whom these warnings could be given. The uniform
version of the Miranda warnings could also be based on the average
comprehension level of the population in the United States;
however, the average comprehension level of the population may
not necessarily be representative of the average comprehension
levels of individuals who have been arrested.
127. Griffin, supra note 124.
128. Rogers et al., supra note 10, at 189.
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C. Test Defendants' Comprehension of Miranda Warnings
Successful implementation of the recommendations above will
not take place over night. Attorneys, particularly public defenders,
should perform an initial assessment of defendants by asking open-
ended questions to ensure their clients comprehended the Miranda
warnings that police officers should have given.129 Administration
of a formal language assessment would be appropriate if an attorney
believes his or her client did not actually understand the Miranda
warnings. 130 Certain assessments can "measure different facets of a
defendant's comprehension of the warnings."131  Also, because
"Miranda warnings are almost always read or recited aloud,"
additional listening comprehension tests will also be helpful to
detect defendants with receptive and processing deficits. 132
Attorneys can consult with speech pathologists or psychologists,
"who specialize in language-use issues, and audiologists, for
assessments and expert testimony."133
An additional method that could be adopted from courtroom
practice is to ask a defendant if he or she understands a Miranda
warning. Judges ask this question to "ascertain whether an
individual understands the legal process, the nature of his case, his
rights, his responsibilities, and the consequences of failing to meet
those responsibilities." 134 However, such line of questioning usually
ends with the question "do you understand?" "Do you
understand?" is "essentially a leading question that demands a 'yes'
answer, especially where there is a power imbalance and the
defendant is aware of his limitations." 135 A way to avoid leading
questions but garner the same information is for police officers to
ask the suspect to paraphrase because "paraphrasing is a remarkably
useful technique that can reveal how well an individual
comprehends his situation, the decisions he must make, and the
meaning and intent of questions and information." 136 Asking a
suspect to paraphrase what has just been told to him or her is a
strategy that can be used with individuals with reduced language
129. Lavigne & Van Rybroek, supra note 11, at 108.
130. Id.
131. Id.
132. Id.
133. Id.
134. Id. at 117.
135. Id.
136. Id.
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skills because it allows the officers to identify the suspect's ability to
comprehend.137
D. Limited-English Proficient Individuals in Other Contexts:
Healthcare
The legal system can also learn from other fields, specifically the
healthcare field, to safeguard the rights of limited-English-proficient
individuals. On August 11, 2000, President Clinton signed an order
directing all federal agencies to improve limited-English-proficient
individuals' access to programs and activities funded with federal
money.138 To guide federal agencies, the DOJ published guidance
materials that provided several factors to be considered when
determining what constitutes reasonable steps to ensure meaningful
access.139 These factors included: (1) establishing how many or the
proportion of limited-English-proficient individuals who will be
excluded from services or benefits absent a plan to increase access;
(2) the frequency of the service's contact with these individuals; (3)
the nature and importance of the program; (4) and the resources
available to the federal funding recipient.
Just as federal agencies are required to study the demographics
of the population they serve to increase access to their services,
police departments should be required to educate their officers on
the background of the individuals they are most likely to encounter
on patrol to increase the protections required by the Miranda
warnings. Even though it is impossible to apply a blanket
generalization over a specific region, at least the officers will be
prepared. However, the financial limitations of police departments
should be assessed to determine which departments require further
assistance to train and educate their officers. Additional funding can
be provided to police departments that serve areas with high crime
rates since they will have to Mirandize more individuals versus
police departments that serve areas with low crime rates.
137. Lavigne & Van Rybroek, supra note 11, at 117.
138. Brandy L. Glasser, Hearing Without Understanding: A Proposal to Modify Federal
Translation Guidelines to Improve Healthcare for Citizens with Limited English Proficiency, 35 J.
HEALTH L. 467 (2002).
139. Id.
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Conclusion
Berghuis v. Thompkins places a new barrier for limited-English-
proficient and non-English speaking individuals in an already
dysfunctional system. Individuals are now required to speak up in
order to assert their right to silence. As the Berghuis dissent points
out, it is counterintuitive to have to speak up in order to assert the
right to remain silent.140 Even though courts consider "totality of the
circumstances" to determine whether a defendant has waived his or
her Miranda rights,141 individuals who have a limited proficiency in
English and those who do not speak English are in greater danger
now because they simply do not speak the language sufficiently.
Aside from the obstacles that limited-English-proficient speakers
already face - officers serving as ineffective interpreters,142 cultural
differences,143 arbitrary and complex Miranda warnings,144 and
inadequate Spanish translationS145 - they must now somehow
understand a concept that is counterintuitive even to an English
speaker.
The deference courts have paid to individuals who have limited
or no proficiency in English 46 is now threatened by the Court's
ruling that Thompkins' silence for several hours and refusal to sign a
waiver did not suggest that he never waived his Miranda rights
based on the totality of the circumstances.147 We must now wait to
see how the courts will apply Berghuis' new stringent requirement to
speak up to limited-English-proficient individuals. It remains to be
seen whether or not the same deference that has existed thus far will
continue.
Because a large percentage of the population in the United
States has limited-English proficiency,148 it is imperative for the legal
system to address the inadequacies discussed above with an eye
towards preserving fairness. The possible solutions include: (1)
training multilingual officers; (2) creating a uniform version of the
Miranda warnings; (3) testing defendants' comprehension abilities;
and (4) applying measures that have been adopted by federal
140. Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. 2250, 2266 (2010).
141. Rogers et al., supra note 10, at 61.
142. COTTERILL, supra note 5, at 141.
143. Messier, supra note 17, at 1402.
144. Rogers et al., supra note 102, at 189.
145. Rogers et al., supra note 10, at 65.
146. Id. at 61.
147. Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S. Ct. 2250, 2270 (2010).
148. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, supra note 6.
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agencies regarding limited-English-proficient individuals. Yet, the
problems that existed before the Court's decision in Berghuis must be
also be addressed to ensure that the Miranda rights protect limited-
English-proficient individuals. The number of minorities in the
United States is increasing. 149 The time has come to speak up and fix
the system before the rights of limited-English-proficient individuals
under Miranda completely erode.
149. Grad & Poindexter, supra note 120.
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